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P I Multimedia Richness and Variety of
Business Models

RAMÓN SALAVERRfA, JAVIER DfAZ NOCI, XosÉ lÓPEZ Sr Ma BELLA PALOMO

El País, El Mundo and La Vanguardia are three of the most important newspapers in Spain.

They are nationalleaders in the print as wel! as the online market for general information

paid-for newspapers. Judging from the front pages of these newspapers on 8 October

2003, al! of them update frequently the news on the Web, and at the same time, keep a

c10se reference between their print and online contento Al! three online newspapers also

paid special attention to hypertextual, interactive and multimedia content in 2003, and

increasingly do so since. This might be considered one distinctive feature of the Spanish

online press. Another peculiarity of the main Spanish online newspapers has been the

coexistence of very different business models, from total!y free to fuI! payment models,

even though these newspapers have very similar news offers.

A Country of Paradoxes

Spanish people like to talk abollt themselves by saying that 'Spain is different!'. They
use this widely known expression to make reference to such diverse fields as politics,
culture or traditions. And it could also be suitable to describe the Spanish media.
During years, for instance, Spain has been the only European country whose written
press comprised only compact newspapers, even though there is not a single sensa
tionalist daily. In addition, Spain has traditionally been a country where the newspa
per reading indexes were among the lowest of the continent, in spite of the fact that
the number of newspaper titles per capita is one of the highest (Nieto & Mora 1989).

The arrival ofInternet during the nineties, once again, confirms that Spain is a coun
try of paradoxes.

Even though Spain has lower Internet penetration indices than other countries in
Europe, there is a vigorous online press. Mter just a decade of life, the number of
media on the Web - including online-only news sites, newspapers, magazines, radio
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and television stations - rises above a thousand (PereÍra et al. 2004), and the main

Spanish newspapers are among the most popular sites of the continent (Cerezo &
Zafra 2°°3:6). In the same way, it is worth mentioning certain peculiarities, such as
the excellent quality of multimedia infographics or the multiplicity ofbusiness mod
els of the main online newspapers analysed in this chapter, which range from totally
free to almost full-payment models.

In 2003, Spain had a population of 43 million inhabitants, out of which iYo were
foreigners. The officiallanguage is Spanish, although Catalan, Basque and Galician
are also recognized at a regionallevel. That year, GDP was 16,185 Euro per capita, out
of which 66% of the total corresponded to service sector.

In addition to online media, the media landscape included 135dailies (all of them
morning newspapers), around 7,000 magazines, 3,881 public and private radio sta
tions, and 6 national televÍsion channels which shared the market with 13 regional
and 897 local television stations. From the legislative point of view, there are no spe
cific laws for the press sector.

TABlE 1: Basic indicators for newspapers in Spain

Number of titles

Circulation

1999

2003199920°3

Newspapers

1351354,173,0004,200,000

national

441,042,3011,198,883

regional

131131 n.a.n.a.

Internet
online newspapers

29100+

Share in advertising revenue (%)

1999 2003

29·9 26·9

0.3 1.0 a

Notes: a. Estimate for 2002.

Source: WAN 2004:330-333; OJD 2005

During the nineties, the Spanish daily press has been feeling the effects of the eco
nomic crisis. This period has been characterÍzed by a declÍne in advertÍsÍng investment
in the newspapers and a rise in the price of paper. To offset this, there has been a strÍct
control of expenditure within the media companies.

The circulation index contÍnues to fall Ín recent years, and in 2003 it was below
the mínimum set by the UNESCO: 99-4 newspaper copÍes per 1,000 inhabitants. And
although there are big differences Ín consumption between the north of the country
- with a higher percentage of readers - and the south, none of the regÍons was above
the European average.

In spite of its low readership index, Spain is one of the few European countries
with over one hundred daily newspaper titles. This places the country amongst the
twelve principal world press producers, although the average circulation of the
newspapers barely surpasses 30,000 copies (WAN 2004). In 2003, only twelve pa
pers, which Íncluded four sports papers, exceeded 100,000 copÍes sold daily ('La
publicidad ... ' 20°3).
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Since the beginning of the 21Stcentury, competition for advertising and the stagna
tion of newspaper's readership translated into a rise in sales prices, taking advantage of
the introduction of the Euro. However, the publishing market has been revitalized
with the launch of some new regional newspapers and several free newspapers. The
free press has been especially successful: in November 2003 the biggest national free
papers, 20 Minutos (1.4 million readers) and Metro Directo (1.3million readers), were

only surpassed by Marca (sports newspaper; 2.4 million readers) and El País (general
news newspaper; 1.9 million readers) (AIMC 2003:6).

Meanwhile, the number of Internet users has been growing, especially since 20m
when ADSL became more popular. Thanks to that success, Spain reached the eleventh
world po sitio n in high-speed connections, with 2.15 millions at the end of 2003
(OECD 2001:38; Point Topic 2004). At that time, there were 9.8 millions Internet
users in Spain (AIMC 2°°3:12).

In 2004, the press on Internet completed its first decade in Spain. Contrasting the
scarce number ofbroadcast media that proceeded online, almost all newspapers have
created an online homologue on the Web. In fact, the biggest dailies have repeated
their success on Internet. In Spain, online newspapers were, after the portals, the
websites with the highest number of visitors in 2003.

TABlE 2: Evolution of media audience in Spain 1997-2003 (% population)

1997

1998'9992000200120022003

Television

9°·789489489.289.289·99°·7

Radio
55·053·553.052.952454·757·9

Magazines

54·753.253·353.652.851.453.1

Newspapers

37·736.935.236.335·937439·7

Internet
2·74.67.012.620422·526·9

Cinema

8.810.210.211.011.210.29.0

Source: AIMC 2003.

TABlE 3:

Evolution of advertising investment in Spain (million Euro)

'999

2000200120022003

Television

2,107-72,323.62,151.02,184.62,274.8

Newspapers

1,529.91,692.11,593.81,531.21,496.0

Magazines

566.86184619.959°·1601.2

Radio

465.9501.8489.5484.9508.2

Outdoor

386.2426.3406.54°8.6422.3

Supplements a

108.6116.6111·3106.81°5·9
Internet

15.053451.652.274.6

Cinema

42455.244.645·347-6

TOTAL

5,222.65,787.55,468.15,403.85,57°·9

Note: a. Includes Sunday supplements.
Source: Infoadex 2004.
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Three Leading Newspapers On and Offthe Web

This chapter focuses on three praminent Spanish newspapers, El País, El Mundo and
La Vanguardia. These are generalist newspapers with high circulations and national
scope. El País and El Mundo are fram Madrid. La Vanguardia is fram Barcelona.
Though not considered a national newspaper in all circulation statistics, La Vanguardia
is available everywhere in Spain and actually is the oldest top-Ievel newspapers in the
national market. It started publication in 1881. The other two newspapers are consid
erably younger - El País began in 1976, and El Mundo in 1989 - but at present have
the highest circulation and influence in Spain. AlI three newspapers have the most
complete and veteran editions on Internet amongst the Spanish media.

Newspapers' profile, one by one

The activity of each of the three newspapers on Internet began at different moments.
The first to make the leap was La Vanguardia ofBarcelona, capital of the Catalan re
gion. Actually, Catalan online media were pioneers in Spain. The first newspaper
with general news in Spain that opened a website on Internet was Avui, a newspaper
fram Barcelona that is entirely written in Catalan. This was in the year 1995. That
same year, the other two newspapers fram Barcelona, El Periódico de Catalunya and
La Vanguardia, went onto the Internet; the former after testing an online service out
side the Web since November 1994.

La Vanguardia belongs to the Grupo Godó, a Catalan family traditionally linked
to the business of the press. The publisher of the newspaper is La Vanguardia
Ediciones S.L. For the digital version, published under the name Lavanguardia.es,
another company was formed, Iniciativas Digital Media S.L. According to the
Oficina de Justificación de la Difusión (OJD 2oo3a), the ageney responsible by that
time for measuring the circulation of Spanish press and which current name is
Información y Contral de Publicaciones S.A., the average circulation of La Vanguardia
was the lowest of the three newspapers in 2003 (see table 4). La Vanguardia is com
pletely written in Spanish, although it accepts letters to the editor in Catalan.

La Vanguardia online, which reserves some sections for payment, comprised in
October 2003 one part with constantly updated news and numeraus sections that
repurposed contents of the print version. Particular attention was paid to special re
ports, with many links to sources. Besides, it offered the possibility of downloading
archives in PDF format fram the day's print newspaper, and the complete archive for
all issues since 1881, in PDF format as well. This is without doubt the most complete
online newspaper archive in Spain and one of the biggest in Europe.

El Mundo was launched in 1989 on the initiative of its editor, Pedra J. Ramírez, who

was formerly editor of Diario I6, another newspaper that emerged during the politi
cal transition fram dictatorship to democracy in the late seventies and early eighties
in Spain. The online version is published under the name of Elmundo. es,present on
the Web since 1995. The company that publishes the print paper is Unidad Editorial
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S.A. (Unedisa). Mundinteractivos S.A., the company responsible for publishing the
online version, is a subsidiary of U nedisa.

El Mundo is perhaps the Spanish newspaper that has most flrmly committed itself
to Internet. Its web edition has its own well-staffed editorial board, and a highly qual

ifled section of multimedia infographics. In October 2003, El Mundo online offered
two broad areas: one for free, with abundant constantly updated news and many the
matic channels, and another to be paid for, which offered the contents of the print
newspaper. Elmundo.es was the leading Spanish digital newspaper in October 2003,

with an average of 883,000 daily visits. The print version achieved a higher average
circulation than La Vanguardia, but is not as popular as the third newspaper dis
cussed in this chapter, El País.

El País, a newspaper launched in May 1976 and owned by the PRISA group, is the
Spanish general news journal with the highest circulation. It delayed its appearance
on the Internet until May 1996, so that it coincided with its twentieth anniversary.

The Internet edition is called Elpais. es. Like the other two newspapers, Elpais. es is
produced by a company created to that end, Prisacom, which also publishes all the
websites of the PRISA group. In October 2003, the online edition of El País differed
from the other two newspapers in that it had adopted an almost full payment model,
from which were exempted only the front page, the commentary articles, and the
commercial and participatory sections. Outstanding amongst its paid-for contents,
besides the news proceeding from the print newspaper, is its complete multiformat
archive dating back to 1976. Besides, it constantly updates its news, with some multi
media contents proceeding from the group's radio network (Cadena SER) and televi

sion channel (CNN +), as well as many thematic sections and special reports.

TABLE 4: Summary information on seleeted quality newspapers in Spain (2003)

PrintOnline

founded

publisher formatcirculationsinceusers a

El País

1976Prisa Compaet44°,2261996n.a.

El Mundo

1989Unedisa S.L. Compaet286,685199527,084,429

La Vanguardia

1881La Vanguardia Ediciones S.L.Compact2°5,33°1995n.a.

Note: a. Visits, November 2003.
Sources: OJD 2003a/b/c; personal elaboration.

From the journalistic point of view, 8 October 2003 started peacefully. The day be
fore, nothing extraordinary had happened and the print newspapers devoted their
front pages to conventional news about national politics, the functioning of public
institutions and diverse international conflicts. However, in the early morning, an
important antiterrorist operation took place in France and Spain in which 34 people
were arrested on suspicion of being related to the terrorist group ETA. Not yet men-
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tioned in the morning dailies, this operation became the main news on broadcast
media and the Internet during the day.

Similarity in Content. Heterogeneity in Publishing Formats

As indicated before, El País, El Mundo and La Vanguardia enjoy a prestige built up
over the years. They occupy leading positions in print circulation, and have given no
table importance to their presence on Internet. In fact, it can be affirmed that their
previous competition for supremacy in the news kiosks has been transferred to the
Web. AlI three digital newspapers offer a service of notable quality both in volume of
news and in more specific questions such as updating, design, archive or in their dis
play of interactive resources and contents.

Now, this general emphasis on quality both on and off the Web does not mean ho
mogeneity in the publishing formulas employed. By 2003, the publishers of the three
newspapers had developed their respective online editions following different paths,
which is why in Spain one can speak of an appreciable publishing heterogeneity, not
so much concerning contents as with respect to business models.

Looking at the front pages of the online newspapers on 8 October 2003, we see
that, with slight nuances between the different titles, the Spanish digital media fa
vour similar formats when presenting news: they combine the contents proceeding
from their print editions with news and sections specifically created for Internet; they
give preferential attention to the latest - and even breaking - news; and they offer
abundant documentary resources, starting with their press archives.

Contents and news items

Even though online newspapers use content from the print editions, there still are
some relevant differences between the two media. For instance, print media devote in
their front pages more space to news than online newspapers - 75% of the total space
in the print front pages, against 42% in homepages. However, surprisingly, they do it
with fewer articles: print editions present an average of 6.3 artides per front page,
whereas online editions usually include an average of IO. This apparent paradox is
explained by two reasons: text length in front pages of online media tends to be much
shorter, whereas the number of pointers, both textual and graphic, is much bigger 
occupying about one-third of the available space on online front pages against less
than 2% on the corresponding print front pages. Ifwe add the areas occupied by arti
des and pointers in online newspapers, we see that both print and online media de
vote approximately three-quarters of the front page to information. However, online
media encourage a form of information much more synthetic, which aims to turn
the front page into an efficient starting point for hypertextual navigation.

In addition to the similarity of contents, there is not much difference either in the

types of journalistic genres or in the news sources that print and online newspapers
use. Regarding the genre, the basic news story is the predominant textual format,
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TABlE 5: Key characteristics of print and online front pages in Spain (8 October 2003)

El Mundo

print online

El País

print online

la Vanguardia

print online

Average

print online

Front page content by type (% of space)

News 79.3

Breaking news 0.0

Advertising 8.5

Selfpromotion 11.9

Interaction/communication 0.0

Service information

Entertainment

Pointers

0.0

0.0

0.2

52.6

0.0

0.0

2.8

0·9

0·9

0.0

77-4

0.0

8·9

13·6

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

54.0

0.0

7·7

0.0

68·5

19-4

7.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

19·7

19-4

9·7

2-4

1·9

7·5

6·9

32.4

75.1

6·5

8.2

8·5

0.0

0.0

0.0

42.1

6·5

5·8

1.7

3.0

3·9

3.1

33·9

Front page pointers by type of content to which they refer (% of pointers)

News 100.0 46.0 0.0 19-4 80.0

Breaking news 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Advertising 0.0 8.8 33.3 1.4 20.0

Self promotion 0.0 15.9 33.3 41.7 0.0

Interaction/communication 0.0 15.0 33.3 16.7 0.0

4-4

11.2

2.2

35.0

1.6

22·3

13·7

10.8

5·5

76.0

10.0

40.8

16.2

11.1

11.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6·7

50.0

60.0

8

0.0

0.0

37·5

0.0

62·5

39·5

4·7

23·3

9·3

9·3

9·3

4·7

43

5

5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

20.0

20.0

60.0

72

9·7

11.1

0.0

20.0

60.0

3

10

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

90.0

0.0

7

0.0

0.0

0.0

13·3

0·9

113

28.6

71-4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

25·0

75.0

4

Teaser

Brief

Caption

Other

n (max 15 items selected)

Service information

Entertainment

n (total number of pointers)

Front page news items by type (% of items)

Headline 0.0

FuI! news items, started on front page, by format (% items)

News story 75.0 100.0 100.0

Colour writing 0.0 0.0 0.0

Commentary 0.0 0.0 0.0

Analysis 25.0 0.0 0.0

Other 0.0 0.0 0.0

80.0

0.0

80.0

20.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

12·5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

89·2

6-4

2.2

2.2

0.0

n (max 15 items selected)

Internet feature indices (0-1)

User feedback

Discussion index

Content interactivity

Hyperlinking

Multimedia in articles

Updating

4

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.2

7

0·5

0·3

0.8

0.2

0.1

10

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0·5

o·S'

1.0

0.1

0.2

5

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.2

8

0.1

0.1

0.2

n.a.

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.2

10.0

0.2

0.1

0·5
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used in 8iYo of editorial elements on the print and digital front pages of La
Vanguardia, El Mundo and El País. On print front pages we find in addition some
analytical articles, which can be conceived as presenting an added value of the
printed press opposite to the immediacy presented by online newspapers. Online
newspapers, on the other hand, complement the majority of basic news stories with
some colour writing: news items that vividly describe personal experiences of report
ers or bystanders, or that present persons, groups or organizations.

In relation to the topics and the sources, Spanish online media meet a standard
profile: they publish news stories that frequently report on domestic and regional
affairs and that are basically written by journalists based on direct sources. Only El
País online avoids somehow this tendency. This online newspaper stands out for its

special appeal to sports. It should be mentioned, however, that the night before the
data were collected, several soccer matches were played in Spain. This explains the
prominence of sports news on the morningof 8 October 2003.

Multimedia, interactivity and hypertextuality

These content features tend to be similar to those observed in other countries. There

is however one area in which Spanish news media might be different, namely their
commitment to take advantage of multimedia, inter active and hypertextual possibil
ities. Even on a conventional news day, such as 8 October 2003, the use of multime
dia (or better, graphics) and interactive resources by Spanish online newspapers is
high and clearly superior to the average reached by the other newspapers discussed in
this book. AlI the indices for addressability, discussion, content interactivity, multi
media and hyperlinking of Spanish online newspapers are above the European aver
age. Besides, even though the three Spanish newspapers did not use sounds, anima
tions or moving images on their online front pages, this kind of content is quite
common in special news coverage sections in these papers. This suggests that Spanish
print media have successfully transferred their former concern about design to the

Internet, accentuating it with such aspects as il?-teractivityand hypertextuality. Since
2003, experiments with muItimedia content, st1l1a little bit modest at that time, have
increased. AlI three online newspapers discussed in this chapter have opted more
firmly for more muItimedia content, and specifically, for more infographics.

Business models

Paradoxically, the similarity in content and format coincides with the adoption of
very different business models. The economical crisis that shook the Internet compa
nies in the year 2000, Ied online media to explore different ways to reach profitability
or, at Ieast, a financial balance. Two out of the three online media, El Mundo and La

Vanguardia, were sharing in October 2003 a mixed model, with some paid-for ser
vices and contents - especially contents that proceed from the print edition, the press
archive, and the newspaper in PDF format - in combination with a significant
amount of free contents, with the latest news as the most attractive feature. In con-
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trast, El País online had adopted a payment model where in practice virtually the
entire contents were reserved for subscribers, with the exception of the front page,
commentary articles and certain sections of participation and commercial services. In
spite of these differences, none of these three publications gave up on advertising as a
source of income and all three of them used very similar formats for that purpose.

A farewell to fuI! Payment

Recent events suggest that the co-existence in the same online publishing market of
similar news offers with different business models - some free (or mixed) and others

involving payment - is not sustainable in the long run. Just by the time of sending
this chapter for printing, on 3June 2005, El País online announced to give up its pay
ment business model established in November 2002. In exchange, it opted for a
mixed model, by offering most of its online contents for free. This news suggests a
definitive farewell of Spanish online newspapers from full payment models. After all,
in the described market, online media that require subscription are doubly penalized:
they hardly attract new subscribers because web users easily find equivalent news
offers for free, and they also suffer a reduction in their advertising income due to their
10ssof potentia1 audience. Thus, El País on1ine attracted not more than 45 thousand
paying subscribers in 2005, which was clearly not sufficient to pay for the high costs
of producing an online medium with such high quality. This resemb1es the similar
problem faced by the paid-for print newspapers that are confronting the growing
success of the free press.

Up until this major strategic change in 2005, the situation of the three Spanish
online newspapers remained more or 1ess the same as described above. They kept
the same business model and offered similar information as in 2003. Their respec
tive print editions likewise maintained more or less stable circulation numbers,

thanks, to a great extent, to successful promotional campaigns. Nevertheless, a sce
nario of increasing difficulties approached slow1y but 'surely, not only for the print
dailies described in this chapter but for all the paid-for newspapers in Spain. The
main reason is that readership is falling down whilst competition grows with the
apparition of many national and regional free newspapers and magazines.

At the same time, the advertising market on the Internet recovered notably and
reached a gross income that starts to make it possib1e for on1ine media to make a
profit - at least, for a handful of them. For instance, due mainly to its advertising
income, El Mundo online has been profitab1e in 2003 and 2004 (El Mundo online, 12
May 2005). In contrast, the online edition of El País continued to make a 10ss in

2004, in spite of increasing revenues from advertising and mobi1e services (PRISA

2005). Finally, La Vanguardia on1ine is going through economic difficulties resu1ting
in forced staff cutbacks. Most other online newspapers in Spain are in a similar situa
tion, a1though their investments so far have been more modesto They await a sub
stantial expansion of the on1ine advertising market before taking steps forward in
their editorial strategies on the Web.
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Experiments with new formats

In spite of this conservatism, the average quality of contents offered by Spanish on
line newspapers has improved considerably in the last years. This improvement was
mainly noticeable in the development of multimedia content, such as special reports
and infographics. Especially since the terrorist attacks of Madrid, on II March 2004,
many online newspapers have started to include regularly multimedia news contents,
which are more and more developed. In fact, the quality of these productions has
been internationally recognized with Spanish newspapers winning some of the most
important awards in the field of infographics and multimedia narration, such as the
SND.ies, EPpy, and Malofiej awards. In addition, especially in the case of online
media belonging to PRISAgroup, the multi-platform information coverage, which
include press, radio and television contents, has become stronger. Ir is also worth
mentioning that weblogs have won their incorporation as journalistic format in
online newspapers.

This experimentation with new interactive and multimedia formats has mainly
spread among media of national scope, and more specifically among the three major
national newspapers discussed in this chapter: El País, El Mundo and La Vanguardia.

However, commitment to new formats is becoming relatively common in some on
line media that are specialized in sports and economy, too. Moreover, in 2005 also the
more and more vigorous presence of a regional online press is noticeable, although
the most avant-garde media at this level are not often linked to print dailies, but rep
resent purely online media projects.

AlI this confirms, once again, that the Spanish press remains a paradox: in a con
text of persistent economic difficulties, online media have gone unmistakably into
experiment with new journalistic formats. Time will give us the answer on whether
this paradox definitely leads to a business as well as editorial consolidation of online
media in Spain.
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